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Welcoming remarks

Registration and networking

Keynote address: France’s 2019 outlook

Bpifrance product update

Financing conditions – 2019 perspectives

Audience response survey

Networking coffee break
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Nicolas Duforcq, CEO, Bpifrance

Hesham Zakai, Managing Director, TXF
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Pedro Novo, Executive Director: Export Finance, Bpifrance
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Andre Gazal, Global Head of Export Finance, Credit Agricole CIB

What’s the latest from DG Trésor and Bpifrance? Hear how the treasury plans to unlock the full potential of the 
French economy and how Bpifrance are primed to facilitate this.

With its eyes always trained on the future, Bpifrance continues to develop new and innovative products to boost French exports.
• Does Bpifrance make export finance accessible enough for SMEs and midcaps?
• What feedback has the ECA received on current product offerings?
• How does it celebrate excellent French exporters, both locally and abroad?
• What improvements does Bpifrance seek to implement over the next year?

We take a macro-economic look at the evolution of the financing conditions in 2019, and the role of public 
development banks like SFIL in this frame

TXF’s interactive survey puts the audience’s opinions centre stage. We listen to what you have to say and analyse 
the range of views in the room.

Welcome to TXF France 2019! We’re back in Paris for the fourth time for an exciting day of networking, 
discussion, and innovation9.00
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#txfevents

WELCOME LETTER
Dear Guests,

Welcome to TXF France 2019! With the new year ahead of us, we’re excited to explore the fresh opportunities at play for 
the French export finance market. We are delighted to do this in sync with our Host Partner, Bpifrance, which continues 
to be an active and enterprising force in the industry.
At TXF, we like to do things a little differently – as those of you who are familiar with our events will know. We put innovation 
at the heart of everything we do, and hope to provide a platform for driving the industry forward.
We’ll be using Sli.do throughout the day, so make sure you connect to the WiFi, search ‘Sli.do’ in your browser, and join #txffrance. 
We’ll use this platform to get your opinions on the topics at hand, and will distribute the feedback in the coming weeks.
This year’s event will encourage healthy debate on the topics at the heart of the industry, putting you in a prime position 
to make the most of new opportunities for the French market. Please do say hello to the TXF Team – we are looking 
forward to interacting with you and will be happy to help if you need any assistance!
Please also join us for a drink after today’s event and make the most of the networking opportunities. 
We are always looking to produce the best, most relevant events out there and would greatly 
appreciate it if you filled out one of our short evaluation forms before you leave.
Thank you once again for joining us and I hope you enjoy TXF France 2019.
All the best,
Hesham Zakai
Managing Director
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Stuck in the middle: Missing the midcaps

Sector focus: Energy

SME speed networking

Focus on: Sub-Saharan Africa

SME FOCUS STREAM

IDEA LABS

WORKSHOP STREAM

WORKSHOP

Facilitator: Maëlia Dufour, Director - International 
Relations, Business Development, Rating, Bpifrance

Facilitator:  Antonio Sala, Executive Director - Global 
 Export & Agency Finance, Santander

This session gathers French exporters who are not 
currently using export credit to examine how we can 
encourage more companies to engage with their ECA.
• How did you hear about us? Give us your feedback 
   on the marketing of export credit, so the market can 
   learn how to extend its services.

Energy has long been a productive market for France. 
This energy-focused workshop explores:
• What has led to the success of French renewables 
   investors, and why are there so few French exporters 
   active in this market?
• How can the market capitalise on the opportunities 
   offered by interconnection power projects?
• What opportunities are available for exporters when 
   it comes to international gas pipelines?

This is prime time to capitalize on the topics explored 
in the earlier workshop, transforming everything you’ve 
learned into valuable business connections. 
• Meet key market players who can boost your business
• Whether you’re an SME looking for financing, or 
   a midcap seeking to learn more, now is the time to talk

4.4% of French exports are destined for Africa, with 
many of these bound for the French speaking countries 
in the West. We investigate:
• What are the key opportunities for French exporters 
   on the continent?
• How will China's BRI impact export financing in Africa?
• How does the French government support local 
   exporters looking to Africa?

Facilitating growth: Working with development finance 
& emerging markets

Sector focus: Rails & road

PRI promises

PRI in depth: CAP Francexport

Facilitator:  Gabriel Cumenge, Deputy Assistant
Secretary, D  G Trésor

Hacina Py, Global Head of Export Finance, Facilitator: 
Société Générale

Facilitator:  Marie-Laure Mazaud, Chief Investment 
Officer, CDC Infrastructure

Facilitator: Henri D'Ambrieres, Manager, HDA Conseil

Facilitator: Olivier Paul, Head of Policy, ICC 
Banking Commission

Paul Torrington, Director, BPL Global Facilitator: 
 Eric Zandvliet, Senior Underwriter, Political Facilitator:

Risk & Trade Credit, AXA XL

French exporters are incredibly active in emerging 
markets globally. We examine:
• What are the challenges of working in developing markets, 
   and how does French development finance work?
• How can lack of hedging tools in developing markets 
   be navigated?
• What are the challenges in seeking appropriate risk 
   cover, either from ECAs or the private market?

The French transportation sector is vital for sustaining 
the economy, with a strong host of exporters paving 
the way for European competitors.
• What makes the French transport sector 
   so successful?
• What challenges are at play?

This session takes a focused look at the French PRI 
market, asking: 
• What relationship do French exporters have with 
   their PRI providers?
• What’s the latest regulatory framework active in the space?

At the end of 2018, the French government announced the 
launch of Cap FranceExport, a scheme aimed to increase 
provision of short-term credit insurances via public 
reinsurance of private insurers. This interactive workshop 
allows you to pitch your opinion on the programme:
• Is the scheme efficient and does it suit exporters' requirements?
• Why are only a select number of insurers eligible?
• Are other countries providing better models than 
   the proposed scheme?
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Networking lunch

Networking coffee break

13.15

15.45

Closing remarks17.15

Exporters’ focus

Angès Brault, Director Project Finance & Treasury, Technip FMC 
Daniel Geistodt-Kiener, Trade & Project Finance Director, Thales
Thierry Eisenstein, Export Finance & Agency Head, Bouygues 
Gilles Pinot de Villechenon, Global Head of Financing & Treasury, Chantiers de l'Atlantique

 Alexandre de Vathaire, Head of French & UK Export Finance, BNP ParibasModerator:

France is incredibly competitive when it comes to exports. Machinery leads the charge with aricraft, vehicles, 
pharmaceuticals, iron, and steel all contributing heftily. Although a touchy subject, defense is also a booming sector 
for France. We bring together some of France’s top exporters for an interactive end to the day, focusing on:
• What are their business outlooks for 2019?
• Which regions look like promising export destinations?
• Is Bpifrance cover up for the task? What is working well, and where could improvements be made?

Thank you for joining us at TXF France this year!

16.30

Salvador Labrador, Global Export & Agency Finance, 
Structuring & Product Development, Santander
Paul-Francois Cattier, Vice President Economic 
Development, Africa & Middle East, Schneider Electric
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